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SUMMARY This paper proposes constant voltage design based on $K$-inverter for cooperative inductive power transfer (IPT) where a nearby receiver picks up power and simultaneously cooperates in relaying the signal toward another distant receiver. In a cooperative IPT system, wireless power is fundamentally transferred to the nearby receiver via one $K$-inverter and to the distant receiver via two $K$-inverters. By adding one more $K$-inverter to the nearby receiver, our design is among the simplest methods as it delivers constant output voltage to each receiver via two $K$-inverters only. Experimental results verify that the proposed cooperative IPT system can stabilize two output voltages against the load variations while attaining high RF-RF efficiency of 90%.
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1. Introduction

Inductive power transfer (IPT) [1] technology is undergoing a rapid development and attracting great attention from both academia and industry. IPT is a non-radiative type of energy transmission based on near-field coupling [2]. This technique has been applied in short-range applications, e.g., consumer electronics [3–6], implantable biomedical devices [7–10] and electric vehicles [11–14]. In such an application, the transmission distance is approximately less than or equal to the diameter of the coils. As the transmission distance surpasses this range, the coupling between the transmitter and receiver becomes very weak, such that the direct transmission cannot achieve a sufficient efficiency.

Relay transmission is an effective method to maintain a sufficient efficiency when the receiver is out of the direct transmission range [15,16]. A relay coil will create an alternative transmission path consisting of two sufficiently strong couplings: transmitter-relay and relay-receiver. In the scenario where a transmitter is charging multiple receivers, there may be some receivers located in the vicinity of the transmitter while some others are located far from the transmitter. To improve the service quality for a far receiver, it would be better to have another receiver located in the middle of the path cooperate in the transmission, rather than placing a dedicated relay coil. Here, the nearby receiver has to play two roles: receiving power for its own load and relaying the signal toward the distant receiver. This scheme can be seen as cooperative IPT, in a manner analogous to cooperative transmission in wireless communications [17].

The concept of cooperative IPT has been first studied in [18], where each of the transmitter, the nearby receiver and the distant receiver was equipped with a series resonant coil. When the coils’ reactances are canceled, an inductive coupling is equivalent to a $K$-inverter [19]. $K$-inverter is a popular two-port network which has been widely used for band-pass filter design [20,21], load impedance transformation [22–24] and power division [25]. In addition to above mentioned characteristics, a $K$-inverter can output a load-independent current when driven by a constant voltage or a load-independent voltage when driven by a constant current. Accordingly, in the scheme of [18], the voltage source provided a constant current to the nearby receiver via one $K$-inverter and provided a constant voltage to the distant receiver via two consecutive $K$-inverters. As many applications (e.g., smartphone, camera) require steady voltage supplies for their efficient operations, it is necessary to design a compensation scheme for the cooperative IPT system so that it can deliver constant voltages to both the nearby and the distant receivers. Constant voltage design can help to isolate one receiver from the other and enable each receiver to independently control its received power by adjusting only its load resistance. Another important requirement for the design problem is to use circuit elements as few as possible to reduce copper loss.

Recently, several methods have been proposed to realize cooperative IPT systems with load-independent output voltages [26,27]. For these methods, each of the transmitter and the distant receiver was equipped with one coil while the nearby receiver was equipped with two coils, namely the receiving coil and the transmitting coil. In [26], the series-parallel-series compensation scheme was used for each of the nearby receiver and the distant receiver while the series compensation was used for the transmitter. However, the design of the compensation scheme in [26] was based on the mutual inductance between two adjacent coils.
fore, the stability of the load voltages over load variations would be sensitive to the misalignment of the coils. In contrast, the compensation scheme in [27] was designed regardless of the mutual inductance between the coils. For the method in [27], the distant receiver was compensated by series capacitor while each of the transmitter and the nearby receiver was compensated by the combination of series capacitor and capacitor-inductor-capacitor (CLC) topology. Accordingly, the load carried by the nearby receiver would consume a part of the power transferred from the source through two $K$-inverters formed by the CLC topology of the transmitter and by the coupling between the transmitter and the receiving coil of the nearby receiver. Then the rest of the power was continuously delivered to the load carried by the distant receiver through two other $K$-inverters formed by the CLC topology of the nearby receiver and by the coupling between the transmitting coil of the nearby receiver and the distant receiver. As a result, the load voltages were kept stable against the load variations because the loads carried by the nearby receiver and by the distant receiver were seen from the source via two $K$-inverters and four $K$-inverters respectively. However, the number of the circuit elements and the coils was not the least, leading to the increase of cooper loss.

In this paper, we propose a compensation scheme for cooperative IPT system to achieve load-independent output voltages while utilizing the least of circuit elements. Our proposal is an applicant of simultaneously charging two separate receivers where one receiver is inefficiently charged because of being located distant from the transmitter. In that scenario, other receiver can turn to cooperative mode to draw power for its load and help the distant receiver to be charged efficiently while still maintaining the isolation between two receivers. Novelties and contributions of this paper are as follows.

1. Our design implements a series resonant capacitor at the transmitter, a series resonant capacitor combined with a $K$-inverter at the nearby receiver and a series resonant capacitor at the distant receiver. This scheme is an extension of our previous works [28, 29] which limited the nearby receiver’s compensation circuit to CLC topology only. In our scheme, the transmitter’s voltage source delivers a constant voltage to each of the nearby receiver and the distant receiver via two $K$-inverters only. This is among the simplest structures to supply constant voltages to all the loads. Meanwhile, the method in [27] delivered constant voltages to the nearby receiver via two $K$-inverters and to the distant receiver via four $K$-inverters as mentioned above. Moreover, our previous evaluation [30] highlighted that our design using CLC topology could satisfy the requirement of constant load voltages while achieving higher transmission efficiency than the method in [27].

2. We provide $K$-inverter model based analysis and extensive experiments to evaluate the load voltage stability and RF-RF efficiency of the proposed design. Experimental results highlight that our scheme is able to stabilize the load voltages over a wide range of loads while attaining a high efficiency of up to 90%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model of the conventional cooperative IPT system. Next, the proposed cooperative IPT system is illustrated in Section 3. Then, experimental results are shown in Section 4 to verify the theoretical analysis. Finally, Section 5 summarizes this paper.

2. System model of cooperative IPT system

Fig. 1a in the next page illustrates the conventional cooperative IPT system including a transmitter (TX), a nearby receiver (RX1) and a distant receiver (RX2). The RX1 is $d_1$ distant from the TX and $d_2$ distant from the RX2. A power source generating a constant voltage $V_0$ is employed to drive the TX. It is assumed that the power source has negligibly small internal resistance. The power source operates at the angular frequency $\omega = 2\pi f$ where $f$ is the operating frequency. Power is then delivered from the TX to the RX1 through the mutual inductance $M_{12}$ between them. The power received by the RX1’s coil is divided into two main parts. The first part of power is consumed by the load $R_1$ which the RX1 carries. The second part of power is continuously delivered to the RX2 through the mutual inductance $M_{12}$ between the RX1 and the RX2. Then the power received by the RX2’s coil is consumed by the load $R_2$. It is noticed that the coupling $M_{12}$ between the TX and the RX2 is negligibly small because the cooperative IPT is employed only when the direct transmission is extremely weak.

In the conventional cooperative IPT system in Fig. 1a, $L_n$ and $r_n$ denote the self-inductance and the internal resistance of the $n$-th coil respectively where $n \in \{0, 1, 2\}$. Each coil is compensated by a series resonant capacitor where

$$\omega = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_0C_0}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_1C_1}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_2C_2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Basically, the coupling between two coils was modeled as a T-type CLC topology $K$-inverter in [19]. $K$-inverter is a famous two-port network which has been used to transform load impedance [22–24]. It means that if we terminate one port of an ideal $K$-inverter in an impedance $Z$, the other port will see a transformed impedance $Z_{\text{tf}}$

$$Z_{\text{tf}} = \frac{K^2}{Z},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
As specified, the impedances of the TX and RX coils are denoted as $K_{RX}$ and $\mu_m$, respectively. Since the RX coils are driven by the TX coils, there will be a current $I_{RX}$ passing through the RX coils, leading to the RX coil experiencing a voltage $V_{RX}$.

For Fig. 1b, the source $V_0$ sees the load $R_1$ via one $K$-inverter, leading that the current $I_1$ flowing in the nearby receiver’s coil will be kept constant against the load variations. Therefore, the voltage across the load $R_1$ varies with the value of $R_1$. In contrast, the voltage across the load $R_2$ will be stabilized against the load variations because the source sees this load via two $K$-inverters. The $K$-inverter $K_{12}$ yields a constant voltage $V_{R2}$ from constant current $I_2$. As a result, conventional cooperative IPT can provide constant voltage to only the distant receiver. The nearby receiver obtains a voltage varying with the load.

Table 1: $K$-inverters in the conventional cooperative IPT system and their characteristic impedances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$-inverter’s characteristic impedance</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_{01}$</td>
<td>$\omega M_{01}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{12}$</td>
<td>$\omega M_{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{02}$</td>
<td>$\omega M_{02}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $K$ is the characteristic impedance of the $K$-inverter. Furthermore, if the internal resistances are small, a $K$-inverter outputs a load-independent current $I_{out} = -V_{in}/jK$ if driven by a voltage $V_{in}$, and it outputs a load-independent voltage $V_{out} = jKI_{in}$ if driven by a current $I_{in}$. As in Fig. 1b, based on $K$-inverter model, the cooperative IPT system has three $K$-inverters corresponding to the mutual couplings among the coils. Specifically, the mutual coupling $M_{01}$ is seen as the $K$-inverter $K_{01}$ whose characteristic impedance $K_{01} = \omega M_{01}$. Similarly, the mutual couplings $M_{12}$ and $M_{02}$ are corresponding to the $K$-inverters $K_{12}$ and $K_{02}$ with the characteristic impedances $K_{12} = \omega M_{12}$ and $K_{02} = \omega M_{02}$ respectively. The corresponding values of the characteristic impedances of the $K$-inverters is shown in Table 1. Since the RX$_2$ is distant from the TX, the characteristic impedance $K_{02}$ is relatively small to those of the $K$-inverters $K_{01}$ and $K_{12}$. Therefore, power transferred from the TX to the two receivers via the $K$-inverters $K_{01}$ and $K_{12}$ is the most significant. Power transferred from the TX to the two receivers via the $K$-inverter $K_{02}$, only power transferred to the RX$_2$ is considered. Power transferred to the RX$_1$ via the $K$-inverters $K_{02}$ and $K_{12}$ is ignored because it is negligibly small to that transferred to RX$_1$ via the $K$-inverter $K_{01}$. As a consequence, the conventional cooperative IPT system can be modeled as in Fig. 1b. $(L_0, C_0)$, $(L_1, C_1)$ and $(L_2, C_2)$ are omitted in Fig. 1b for simplicity because each self-inductance is canceled out by corresponding capacitor. In Fig. 1b, $I_0, I_1$ and $I_2$ are the currents flowing in the TX’s coil, the RX$_1$’s coil and the RX$_2$’s coil respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1b, the source $V_0$ sees the load $R_1$ via one $K$-inverter, leading that the current $I_1$ flowing in the nearby receiver’s coil will be kept constant against the load variations. Therefore, the voltage across the load $R_1$ varies with the value of $R_1$. In contrast, the voltage across the load $R_2$ will be stabilized against the load variations because the source sees this load via two $K$-inverters. The $K$-inverter $K_{12}$ yields a constant voltage $V_{R2}$ from constant current $I_1$. As a result, conventional cooperative IPT can provide constant voltage to only the distant receiver. The nearby receiver obtains a voltage varying with the load.
resistance. In practical applications, loads usually require constant voltages for their stable operations. Basically, to deliver constant source voltage to a load, the source needs to see that load via an even number of K-inverters. However, the number of K-inverters should be minimized to reduce the circuit elements and their associated copper loss.

3. The proposed cooperative IPT system

In order to deliver stable voltages to the two loads, we propose a cooperative IPT system using K-inverter as in Fig. 2a. In comparison with the conventional cooperative IPT system, the RX1 in the proposed system is additionally equipped a K-inverter to realize constant voltage characteristic against load variations for its load. In addition to being formed by inductive coupling, a K-inverter can be implemented using capacitors and inductors. Fig. 3 is the description of K-inverters implemented by capacitors and inductors where the resonant relationship among the components inside the K-inverters at operating angular frequency $\omega$ is given

$$\omega = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}}.$$  

Accordingly, the new K-inverter added to the RX1 can be any topology as described in Fig. 3. The resonant relationship among the components of compensation circuits follows Eqs. (1) and (3). Based on K-inverter model, the proposed cooperative IPT system can be modeled as in Fig. 2b in the previous page. Similar to the conventional cooperative IPT system described above, in this model, $K_{01}$, $K_{12}$ and $K_{02}$ are the characteristic impedances of the K-inverters formed by the couplings $M_{01}$, $M_{12}$ and $M_{02}$ respectively while $K$ is the characteristic impedance of the new K-inverter implemented at the RX1. Table 2 shows the K-inverters in the proposed cooperative IPT system and their charac-
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**Table 2** K-inverters in the proposed cooperative IPT system and their characteristic impedances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K-inverter’s characteristic impedance</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_{01}$</td>
<td>$\omega M_{01}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{12}$</td>
<td>$\omega M_{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{02}$</td>
<td>$\omega M_{02}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$\omega L$ or $\frac{1}{\omega C}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 4* Illustration of impedance transformation characteristic of a K-inverter used in IPT.

characteristic impedances, $(L_0, C_0), (L_1, C_1)$ and $(L_2, C_2)$ are omitted in Fig. 2b for simplicity because each self-inductance is canceled out by corresponding capacitor. Consequently, each of the loads in Fig. 2b is seen from the source via two K-inverters. Therefore, two load voltages will be stabilized against the load variations. This structure is one of the simplest structures to realize the characteristics of cooperative transmission and constant load voltages in cooperative IPT systems. It can reduce the circuit elements and associated loss caused by their internal resistances.

The following analysis is based on the characteristic of impedance transformation of K-inverter which is illustrated in Fig. 4. The transformed impedance on the RX's coil from the total impedance of the distant receiver via the K-inverter $K_{12}$ is $Z_{t12} = \frac{K_{12}^2}{R_2 + r_2}$.

Taking into account the transformation of the load $R_1$ via the K-inverter $K$, the impedance corresponding to the current flowing in the RX's coil is

$$Z_1 = r_1 + Z_{t1K} + Z_{t12} = r_1 + \frac{K^2}{R_1} + \frac{K_{12}^2}{R_2 + r_2}.$$  (5)

Next, the impedance $Z_1$ is transformed by the K-inverter $K_{01}$ to become $Z_{t01}$ on the TX's coil

$$Z_{t01} = \frac{K_{01}^2}{Z_1} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{K_{01}^2 R_1} + \frac{K_{01}^2}{K_{12}^2 (R_2 + r_2)} + \frac{K_{01}^2}{r_1}}.$$  (6)

Then, the total impedance to the source $V_0$ is given by

$$Z_0 = Z_{t01} + r_0 + \frac{K_{02}^2}{R_2 + r_2} = \frac{1}{\frac{K_{01}^2}{K_{12}^2 R_1} + \frac{K_{01}^2}{K_{12}^2 (R_2 + r_2)} + \frac{K_{01}^2}{r_1}} + r_0 + \frac{K_{02}^2}{R_2 + r_2}.$$  (7)

Eqn. (7) shows that three terms, including $\frac{K_{01}^2}{K_{12}^2 R_1}$, $\frac{K_{01}^2}{K_{12}^2 (R_2 + r_2)}$ and $\frac{K_{01}^2}{r_1}$, are equivalently connected in parallel. Finally, all of them is connected in series to $\frac{K_{02}^2}{r_1}$ and $r_0$. Therefore, the equivalent circuit of the cooperative system is illustrated as in Fig. 5.

The voltage across the transformed impedance $Z_{t01}$ is

$$V_{t01} = \frac{Z_{t01}}{r_0 + \frac{K_{02}^2}{R_2 + r_2} + Z_{t01}} V_0.$$  (8)

The power consumed by $R_1$

$$P_{R_1} = \frac{|V_{R_1}|^2}{R_1} = \frac{|V_{t01}|^2}{K_{01}^2 R_1}.$$
\[ R \text{ denotes the absolute value of the complex number } x. \]

\[ |V_{R_1}| = \frac{Z_{t\theta 01}}{r_0 + \frac{K_{02}^2}{R_2 + r_2} + Z_{t\theta 01}} \frac{K}{K_{01}} |V_0|, \quad (12) \]

\[ |V_{R_2}| = \frac{R_2}{R_2 + r_2} \sqrt{\frac{K_{02}^2}{K_{01}} Z_{t\theta 01}^2 + K_{02}^2} \frac{1}{r_0 + \frac{K_{02}^2}{R_2 + r_2} + Z_{t\theta 01}} |V_0|. \quad (13) \]

Theoretically, the load voltages are not stable against the load variations because (12) and (13) contain the loads. Fortunately, in practice, the internal resistances are negligibly small to the loads

\[ r_0 \ll Z_{t\theta 01}, \quad (14) \]

\[ r_2 \ll R_2. \quad (15) \]

When (14) and (15) hold, the mutual inductance \( M_{02} \) between the TX and the RX_2 is the key factor deteriorating the stability of the load voltages. However, as mentioned above that cooperative IPT is only employed as the mutual inductance \( M_{02} \) between the TX and the RX_2 is too weak. In the other words, the loads are often larger than the \( K \)-inverter impedance \( K_{02} \) in cooperative IPT systems

\[ K_{02} \ll \frac{K_{12}}{K_{01}} Z_{t\theta 01}, \quad (16) \]

\[ K_{02} \ll \frac{K_{12}}{K_{01}} R_{t\theta 01}. \quad (17) \]

Therefore, the load voltages can be approximated as below

\[ |V_{R_1}| \approx \frac{K}{K_{01}} |V_0| = \frac{L}{M_{01}} |V_0|, \quad (18) \]

\[ |V_{R_2}| \approx \frac{K_{12}}{K_{01}} |V_0| = \frac{M_{12}}{M_{01}} |V_0|. \quad (19) \]

The above analysis illustrates the behaviors of the proposed cooperative IPT system as follows

- The load voltages are stabilized when the mutual inductance between the TX and the RX_2 is small. It is reasonable because the cooperative IPT is employed only when the TX is unable to deliver power to the RX_2 directly.
- The load voltages are only determined by the source voltage and the characteristic impedances of the \( K \)-inverters. This result confirms that each load is independently seen from the source via two \( K \)-inverters.
- Since the load voltages are irrelevant to the loads, the load voltages are expected to be stable against load variations under various coil arrangements.
- Based on the equivalent circuit of the whole system, the internal resistances of the TX’s and RX_2’s coils have a stronger effect on the load voltage stability than that of the RX_1’s coil does. The internal resistance of the RX_1’s coil causes the main energy loss in the system only.

4. Experimental verification

4.1 Experiment setup

The experiments are carried out to confirm the theoretical analysis. The experiment arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 6. In order to achieve high quality...
factor, the coils of the TX, the RX1 and the RX2 are made from litz wire 0.1mm × 100. Each coil is 15-turn coil with square shape and the size of 100mm × 100mm. The coils of the TX, the RX1 and the RX2 are coaxially arranged. In the experiments, the compensation networks for the TX, the RX1 and the RX2 are series, series combined with K-inverter and series as presented in the proposed cooperative IPT system in Section 3. Here, K-inverter is implemented using CLC topology in Fig. 3a. Accordingly, the compensation circuit at the RX1 is the combination of the series compensatory capacitor C1 and T-type CLC topology. Therefore, C1 and C are connected in series. For the sake of simplicity, an equivalent capacitor of the series combination of the series resonant capacitor C1 for L1 and capacitor C in additional K-inverter is built instead of constructing two separate capacitors. To create high-quality compensatory capacitors and inductor, each compensatory capacitor is implemented by combining several polyester film capacitors while the compensatory inductor in CLC topology is made from copper wire and a magnetic core. The loads R1 and R2 are the pure resistors. To investigate the load-independent characteristic of the load voltages of the proposed cooperative IPT system, the loads are changed different values in the set of {5Ω, 10Ω, 20Ω, 30Ω, 39Ω, 51Ω, 62Ω, 75Ω, 91Ω, 100Ω}.

An DC power source of 10V is used to supply for the inverter PAT023-1. The inverter is tuned to generate the signal with the frequency of 200kHz. However, since the output waveform of the inverter is unstable against its load, a filter is utilized to create a stable signal with the frequency of 200kHz. Then the output signal of the filter is considered as the input voltage of the cooperative IPT system. Consequently, the load voltages and the RF-RF efficiency in the following experiments will be observed based on the output signal of the filter. In our experiments, the oscilloscope RTO 1004 is employed to measure the voltages. The values of the system’s components after constructed are measured by LCR meter. Their values are listed as in Table 3.

4.2 RF power calculation

In order to evaluate the RF-RF efficiency, the input power is calculated based on the input voltage and the input current. In our calculation, the input current is indirectly measured using the voltage across and the current flowing through the compensatory capacitor C0 of the TX’s coil. It is paid attention that the compensatory capacitor C0 is the high quality one, therefore it is considered that its internal resistance contributes negligibly small effect on phase difference between its voltage and its current. Consequently, the current flowing in the capacitor C0 leads the voltage across itself by nearly 90°. Accordingly, the process to estimate the input current is described as below.

\[
\hat{V}_0 = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} V_0[m] I_0[m]
\]

where M is the number of the samples over one period of the signal while \(V_0[m]\) and \(I_0[m]\) are the values.

![Fig. 7 Signal waveform of the load voltages and the input voltages when the loads are approximately equal to 5Ω and the distances \(d_1 = d_2 = 60\text{mm}\).](image)

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Symbol} & \text{Parameter} & \text{Value} \\
\hline
L_0 & \text{self-inductance of TX coil} & 51.50\mu\text{H} \\
\hline
r_0 & \text{internal resistance of TX coil} & 0.312\Omega \\
\hline
C_0 & \text{resonant capacitor for } L_0 & 12.38\text{nF} \\
\hline
L_1 & \text{self-inductance of RX1 coil} & 50.90\mu\text{H} \\
\hline
r_1 & \text{internal resistance of RX1 coil} & 0.312\Omega \\
\hline
C_1 & \text{equivalent capacitor of series combination of resonant capacitor } C_1 \text{ for } L_1 \text{ and capacitor } C \text{ in K-inverter } K & 11.32\text{nF} \\
\hline
L & \text{inductor in K-inverter } K & 6.35\mu\text{H} \\
\hline
C & \text{capacitor in K-inverter } K & 99.6\text{nF} \\
\hline
L_2 & \text{self-inductance of RX2 coil} & 50.8\mu\text{H} \\
\hline
r_2 & \text{internal resistance of RX2 coil} & 0.284\Omega \\
\hline
C_2 & \text{resonant capacitor for } L_2 & 12.56\text{nF} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
of the input voltage and the estimated current flowing through the source of the \(m\)-th sample in the period of the signal.

Similarly, the output power is estimated through the measured load voltages as follows

\[
P_{\text{out (RF)}} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \left( \frac{V_{R_1}^2[m]}{R_1} + \frac{V_{R_2}^2[m]}{R_2} \right) \tag{21}
\]

where \(V_{R_1}[m]\) and \(V_{R_2}[m]\) are the load voltages of the \(m\)-th sample in the period of the signal.

Then the RF-RF efficiency is calculated by the formula \(\eta = P_{\text{out (RF)}} / P_{\text{in (RF)}}\).

4.3 Performance in initial coil arrangement

Initially, the distance between any two adjacent coils is 60mm \((d_1 = d_2 = 60\text{mm})\). In this arrangement, both load voltages are designed to be equal to the source voltage. Therefore, the new \(K\)-inverter \(K\) added at the RX\(_1\) is designed so that its characteristic impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance of the \(K\)-inverter \(K_{01}\). It leads to \(\omega L = \frac{1}{\omega C_0} = \omega M_{01}\). The measured characteristic impedances of the \(K\)-inverters are given in Table 4. Accordingly, the ratios between each load voltage and the source voltage as in Eqs. (18) and (19) are calculated about 1.

Fig. 9 shows the ratios between the load voltages and the input voltage over the load variations. In these results, when the loads vary from 5\(\Omega\) to 100\(\Omega\) the voltage ratio \(|V_{R_1}|/|V_{\text{in}}|\) varies from about 0.8 to nearly 1 and the voltage ratio \(|V_{R_2}|/|V_{\text{in}}|\) varies from about 0.7 to around 0.95 respectively. The results indicate that when the loads become larger than 10\(\Omega\), the voltage ratios approach the stable values. This agrees with the estimates in (18)-(19). For the range of small loads, from 5\(\Omega\) to 10\(\Omega\), the load voltages are slightly far away from the stable values because the mutual coupling between the TX and the RX\(_2\) is relatively large to the loads. Fig. 7 is a snapshot of the measured voltages when the loads are equal to 5\(\Omega\) and the distances \(d_1 = 60\text{mm}, d_2 = 60\text{mm}\). Statistically, the means of the load voltages \(V_{R_1}\) and \(V_{R_2}\) are 0.94 and 0.89 of the input voltage respectively. The corresponding corrected sample standard deviations \([32]\) of the measures of two load voltages \(V_{R_1}\) and \(V_{R_2}\) are about 6.2\% and 8.2\% in comparison with the mean values. These values are less than 10\%, meaning that the load voltages are considered as being stable against the load variations. On the other hand, the results also confirm the cooperative characteristic of the nearby receiver, which is to support the transmitter to deliver power to a distant receiver and draw power for its load.

Fig. 10 has plotted the graph of RF-RF efficiency of the cooperative IPT system over the load variations. In general, the results highlight that the cooperative IPT system achieves high RF-RF efficiency of between 78\% and 90\% when the loads vary from 5\(\Omega\) to 100\(\Omega\). When the loads increase from 5\(\Omega\) to 40\(\Omega\) the proposed cooperative IPT system achieves high RF-RF efficiency of between 78\% and 90\%. Then, the efficiency gradually decreases from 90\% to 78\% when the loads increase from 40\(\Omega\) to 100\(\Omega\).

4.4 Performance in other coil arrangements

In this section, we investigate the load voltage stability and the RF-RF efficiency of the cooperative system for several coil arrangements. All circuit parameters are kept unchanged as in initial design when investigating the performance of the proposed cooperative IPT system under different coil arrangements. Fig. 11 in the next page is the experimental results of the load vol-

**Table 4** List of the measured characteristic impedances of the \(K\)-inverters in initial coil arrangement \((d_1 = 60\text{mm}, d_2 = 60\text{mm})\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(K_{01})</td>
<td>characteristic impedance of the (K)-inverter formed by the coupling between TX’s coil and RX(_1)’s coil</td>
<td>7.97(\Omega)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_{12})</td>
<td>characteristic impedance of the (K)-inverter formed by the coupling between RX(_1)’s coil and RX(_2)’s coil</td>
<td>7.95(\Omega)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_{02})</td>
<td>characteristic impedance of the (K)-inverter formed by the coupling between TX’s coil and RX(_2)’s coil</td>
<td>2.64(\Omega)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K) ((\omega L))</td>
<td>characteristic impedance of the (K)-inverter formed by additional CLC topology</td>
<td>7.98(\Omega)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ages over the load variations when the distance \(d_2\) increases to 80mm. For this arrangement, the measured characteristic impedances of the K-inverters are listed in Table 5. Accordingly, the estimated ratios between each load voltage and the source voltage using Eqs. (18) and (19) are 0.99 and 0.62.

The results indicate that when the loads vary from 5Ω to 20Ω the ratio between the load voltage \(V_{R_1}\) and the input voltage increases from around 0.85 to nearly 1. Then it is stable at this ratio against the increase of the loads. This ratio is similar to that in the initial design. It agrees with the estimate in (18) since there is no change of the characteristic impedances of the K-inverters \(K_{01}\) and \(K\). Meanwhile, the ratio between the load voltage \(V_{R_1}\) and the input voltage is kept stable at around 0.59 when the loads increase from 5Ω to 100Ω. The ratio between the load voltage \(V_{R_1}\) and the input voltage decrease in comparison with the initial design because the characteristic impedance of the K-inverter \(K_{12}\) decreases while that of the K-inverter \(K_{01}\) is fixed. Again, the experimental results confirms the estimate of the load voltage \(V_{R_2}\) in (19). Moreover, the distance between the TX and the RX2 is longer, leading to the decrease of the coupling between them. Accordingly, the load voltages in this setting are easier to approach the stable values than those in the initial setting. The measures of the ratios have the mean values of 1 and 0.595 respectively. The standard deviations of the measures are 0.05 and 0.023. They are only equal 5.04% and 3.87% of the corresponding mean values. It means that the
load voltages still stable against the load variations for the coil arrangement with $d_1 = 60\text{mm}$ and $d_2 = 80\text{mm}$.

Fig. 12 illustrates the RF-RF efficiency of the proposed cooperative IPT system under four cases of coil arrangements: $(d_1 = 60\text{mm}, d_2 = 40\text{mm})$, $(d_1 = 60\text{mm}, d_2 = 80\text{mm})$, $(d_1 = 80\text{mm}, d_2 = 60\text{mm})$. Under various coil arrangements, the proposed cooperative IPT system attains the RF-RF efficiency of from 80% to over 90% when the loads vary from 10Ω to 50Ω. The RF-RF efficiency gradually decreases as the loads increase over 50Ω. Although the loads are equal to 90Ω, the lowest RF-RF efficiency of over 60% is achieved for the case of $(d_1 = 60\text{mm}, d_2 = 80\text{mm})$ while the proposed IPT system can achieve the RF-RF efficiency of from 70% to nearly 90% for other cases of coil arrangements.

5. Conclusion

This paper utilized $K$-inverter to propose the cooperative IPT system where the nearby receiver could simultaneously draw power for its load and relay the received power to the distant receiver. Although $K$-inverter was a two-port device which was initially designed as a microwave filter, it has been then exploited as a resonant compensation circuit with the characteristic of impedance transformation in IPT systems. By adding only one $K$-inverter to the nearby receiver, we realized one of the simplest structures for cooperative IPT systems to stabilize the load voltages against load variations as each of the loads was seen from the source via two $K$-inverters. The load voltages were then decided by the characteristic impedances of the $K$-inverters and the source voltage only. The experiments were carried out to verify the theoretical analysis of the load voltage stability and to evaluate the RF-RF efficiency of the cooperative IPT system. For the performance in the initial coil arrangement, the proposed cooperative IPT system could deliver the stable voltages to the loads with the corresponding corrected sample standard deviations of under 10% of the mean values. Meanwhile, the highest RF-RF efficiency that the cooperative IPT system could achieve was about 90% which was acceptable for many inductive power transfer systems. In the other coil arrangements, two load voltages were still stable against load variations while the RF-RF efficiency of over 80% was achieved when the loads varied from 10Ω to 50Ω.
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